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Hope not hate
PO Box 1084
Wembley
HA9 1HT
Att: CEO Nick Lowles and Joe Mulhall
Northallerton 1 August 2017

Open letter – Regarding your article about Peter Sweden 1 August 17.
Just Hate – No Hope.
Hi Nick and Joe,
It is really sad that you call yourself Hope not Hate, but you are using lies and factual cherrypicking to paint a completely untrue picture about me and my businesses.
Is this Hope ?
No, this is hate.
This is the world I don’t want to live in, where the left is full of hate, and the right if full of hate.
No love, no wish to find the facts.

Now I know that this article is not written by you, and not by a “real” journalist, but by a young
Swedish boy, and a leftish activist, Morgan, who hopefully will mature and realize that he should
not promote hate in the way he has done in his article.

I am not writing this about my son Peter Imanuelsen, neither on his behalf, because he lives his
own life.
But I will mention a couple of things about him.

For a time in his life he held views that I and my wife strongly despise and were completely
against what we had told him.
We used to say to people that he had rebelled against everything we have learnt him.
I have been glad to see that he has left many of these views behind him.
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I don’t know your age, and maybe you are also young and ignorant like Morgan, but I think
every sensible grown up person will agree that when a person had good views in age 0-21, bad
for a few months, than starting reverting back to his old views, it is nothing but hate to cherrypick the views that a young kid growing up had for a few months, and use them to paint a untrue
picture.

That is why I think both left and right is so bad.
No hope.
Just hate.
And if you are grown up, you really need to think about what you are doing –you promote hate
and conflicts by publishing lies like this.
If you cannot win based on facts – rather lose, than revert to lies.

When I was young and had no money and only one bread.
I gave half of it to a friend that had no money, and no bread.
That is hope and love.

I wish the left and right would change to loving people, because with a hate that I have seen
from your article – there is no hope.

Maybe the left and the right will leave your hate behind someday, maybe not.

If you are not hateful – you shouldn’t cherry-pick his old tweets, representing a few months of
his life.
You should present the full picture – including the one that contradicts your opinions.

I hope we agree – if not - this is hate, not hope.

If you are a hope journalist – not just a hateful one – you will correct your article accordingly now
when you know the facts.
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However I am not writing this because of my son but because of the lies you are writing about
me.

If your lies about me really had been true – which they as you will see below are not – it is not
honest journalism to try to defame a child for his parents’ wrongdoings. (If we had had any.)
For that reason alone you need to remove the information about me – of course unless you are
a hate organization, no better than the hate on the other side.

However your Swedish contributor has done a lot of research and only taken chosen
information, and the result is a complete lie picture.
However as you will see below, he knows the facts.
He just doesn’t want to write the truth.
That is hate.
No hope.
Just hate.

You are claiming in your headline that we are a “scandal-ridden Norwegian company”
That is nothing but a flat lie as you will see below.
You are also claiming that there is a “£700,000 tax debt in Sweden.”
Even though that is not untrue in one sense, it is a complete factual distortion, painting a
complete untrue picture.
What you are not writing is that HMRC disputes this so called tax debt.
Neither that no court has decided that this so called tax debt is correct.
Contrary it is just a case that the Swedish tax authorities want the tax paid in UK to be paid in
Sweden instead.
But HMRC want it to be paid here. (And it is of course paid).
And that it now is fought out between the countries to agree on, in which country we shall tax.
We of course agree with England.
But there is no real tax debt as you lie.
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More about this below.
But you contributor Morgan knows this.
Instead you present a completely false picture.
This is hate.
Not hope.

So to give you the facts:
Morgan has taken some chosen information from Entreprenören.
The full article is here:
https://www.entreprenor.se/nyheter/smaforetagare-utsatts-for-tuff-skattjakt_678538.html
Please read it and you will feel ashamed.
(If you are note a hate guy of course.)
If you read this article you will see that it is heavily critical to the actions from the Swedish Tax
Authorities – strongly defending us against what we have seen from the Swedish Tax
Authorities.
For example the lawyer Erik Björkesson, the leading tax lawyer in Northern for DLA Piper, is
highly critical towards the actions of the Swedish Tax Authorities against us, stating this is not
good for the rule of law.

We know that Morgan has read this, however, he leaves all of this out, in what cannot be other
than a hateful wish to spread lies.
No hope.
Just hate.

Left or right - hate rules.

It is indeed correct that we left Sweden in 2004 and moved to England.
And Peter is not a British citizen as you claim, but Swedish indeed. Why companies house state
otherwise I have no idea, and I will contact them and ask them to correct it.
But if you want the truth – why did you not ask for a comment about it ????
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And all other lies ?
Hope ?
No, none will think that this is hope.

However it is very true that he has not lived in Sweden for many years.
Stating that home schooling was not illegal in 2004 is a harsh statement to say the least.
Technically it was not yet illegal in 2004, in reality it was heavily persecuted.
You might know that the only countries that to my knowledge have a similar law are Sweden
from 2011 and Germany from 1938.
You can guess who ruled Germany at that time…
By now you understand that I don’t like nazi.
It is of course in reality banned in some communist countries like North Korea.
So you know, I don’t like that either.

But the big question in this article is – why so much hate ?
No wish to find the truth as a “real” journalist would have done.
Why no present the article and ask for corrections ?

However the hate doesn’t stop.

You write:
The “Fraud Company”
That is nothing but a lie.
There is nothing to back this up – contrary.
This is not journalism.
This is hate.
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I start to wonder if your name should be:
Hate not Hope.

And you continue:
reveals a murky world of controversy and unpaid taxes that may suggest a different reason for
the family’s move to the UK.
Again, completely untrue – and Morgan know it is untrue.
If not, he really need to grow up so he can digest the facts.

This is as stating that the earth is flat.

And you write:
K-Soft, it turns out, is a company dogged by controversy.
Again, lies.
No hope.
Just lies.
Just hate.

Morgan can easily read Swedish and Norwegian as we know, so for him there is no excuse for
his hate.

Unless being young and ignorant as my son was.
But he is 29 so he should know better.

But I will give you the facts to show you how bad this is:
Firstly there is no company called K-Soft but K-Soft Sverige AB, K-Soft Norway AS and so on.
In Scandinavia “we” are one of the leading companies when it comes to invoicing software.
“We” have over 40.000 businesses as customers which is a lot indeed in Scandinavia, and we
are number 2 or 3 on the market when it comes to invoicing software in Norway.
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As any other company in our position there will be disputes.
If a dispute made a company to a fraud company, or made it scandal ridden or dogged by
controversy you could write that for probably every single English business with 40.000
customers.

However that is not at all the definition of Fraud, scandal ridden and dogged by controversy.

Morgan tells that he has read this page:
http://www.k-soft.no/omoss.htm
And there is no way he has not read this:
http://www.k-soft.no/vinner.htm

Morgan knows that a person pirate copied our software and started to market it on the internet
in 2002.
His much bigger business had purchased our software in 2001 at about £90.
He wanted his money back, but there is no such provision in the Norwegian law so we had not
calculated for a refund.
His name is xxxxxx von xxxxx, and as a result he started a vendetta against us.

He spread all kind of unverified and made up lies.
As far as we know everything comes from him.
He is not an ordinary person – and as at court proceedings he was listed “uten fast bopel”
Without a place to live.

In one court he even stood up to hit down my lawyer.

In 2006 we started to receive DDOS attack and spam attacks, following the Norwegian bank
holiday calendar, so we know it is from Norway.

Finally we decided that even though we are loving, and hopeful, (not acting like Morgan), after
many years we had to take actions and finally took him and his closest allies to court.
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On the above page http://www.k-soft.no/vinner.htm you will find links showing the judgments
from:
Trondheim Tingsrett – we won.
Why are you not writing about that ?
Moss Tingsrett - we won. Again ignored.
Yes we lost due to a technicality in the lower court in Oslo – but it was over ruled in the higher
court - Borgarting Lagmannsrett.
Why don’t you write that ?
That is a court that is above the lower court.
Morgan ignores this.
The result – we won and xxxxxx von xxxxx now owes us a lot of money.
However ha has nothing that can be collected.

To just use the one lower court ruling where we lost and ignoring the 2 other lower court rulings
were we won and that we indeed won in the higher court, which is the final judgement, is not
worth anyone that want to be called a journalist.
That is Hate.
And lies.
No hope.
Just hate.
Morgan knows this.

Mr xxxxx tried to get probably every single paper in Norway to write about us, and we were
contacted and they refused to write realizing this was a hateful person.
However of course, a vendetta for many years is a long time, so every now and then he
managed to get someone to write.
Maybe a hate friend : )

One of the papers we took to PFU, which is governing the press - and we won.
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Which is hard in Norway indeed.
Morgan knows this.

Why have you ignored their ruling and now even links to an article that is deemed to have
broken the press rules ?

Is that not hate in your mind as well ?
No hope.
Just lies.
Just hate.

Mr. xxxx went further and started to advertise on adwords against us !
He was however banned by google due to his hate.
It is sad to see people with so much hate.

So as documented - in spite of the lies from Morgan – we won in court.

For you to come with these outrageous statements about us is terrible and I hope you feel
terrible about this now.
Otherwise there is no hope.

But there is more to show which terrible hateful article Morgan has created:
Morgan must have read this:
https://www.gulesider.no/f/k-soft-norge-as:84266399

As you will see we are a very reputable company with 4,5 stars out of 5 possible.
That is about as good as it gets.
Please check it out.
How can you call us fraudsters ???
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He must also has read this:
https://www.proff.no/selskap/k-soft-norge-as/oslo/dataprogramvare-og-utvikling/Z0IBYK1R/
Only positive about us.

The fact is that there is nothing bad about us at all, except from these guys that have LOST in
the higher court.
Morgan knows this but still he choose to paint a picture full of lies.

Norwegian and Swedish people can read Norwegian and Swedish and they doesn’t think we
are fraudsters because they can read themselves and know we are not.

Apparently except your no hope – just hate contributor.

This was also confirmed after a 3 year audit of K-Soft Sverige AB – with no remarks, which is
very uncommon indeed.
A copy can be provided.

The undeniable picture is that we are by no means a fraud company, we are not scandal ridden,
and not dogged by controversy.

Neither is there any evidence whatsoever to back up this claim.
Contrary there are strong evidence that we are a very honest company, in Norway audited by
Ernst and Young.

This is simply a completely dishonest and shameful article, and now you have the fact so you
can easily verify my statements.

Then you go on and write:
Millions of Krona in unpaid taxes
As stated in the beginning, that is a complete misrepresentation.
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There is no court ruling agreeing on that position.
It is simply a dispute between the Swedish Tax Authorities and HMRC were Sweden want the
tax that rightfully belongs to UK, paid in Sweden instead.
But HMRC want to keep it here.
Now this is in the MAP and the EU Arbitration Convention to be sorted between the countries.
I understand that your contributor is young and ignorant when writing:
suggest a different reason for the family’s move to the UK.

But you cannot flee from a tax debt to another EU country.
A tax debt in Sweden would be collected in UK as easily as in Sweden. This is like 1+1.

However there is no tax to collect as UK disagree with Sweden and this is sorted under MAP
and the EU Arbitration Convention. If Sweden would win – it would just be a matter of England
having to pay to Sweden.
To paint a picture like if I owes a lot of tax, is not great.
Hope ? : (
No – Hate !

However you write that
Tax Agency, which decided to freeze some of the family’s assets and claim them as security for
the debt
And it is correct that they seized the house for security in 2017.
(We have had a house in Sweden as well since 2007.)
However you are ignoring that the article point this out to be a scandal.
Then you write:
that agency recently seized a property owned by the Imanuelsen family in Täby, Sweden on
executive auction.
But they have not sold it on executive auction, so that is a flat lie.
Please provide me with the source to this lie, or if it was just a construction in the less hopeful
mind of Morgan.
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You again writes:
controversial Imanuelsen family business and finances,

And as documented, this is nothing but lies.

And about my son you write:
What is clear is that ‘Peter Sweden’ has manufactured a back story for himself, centered around
Sweden, that when investigated, simply doesn’t stand up to scrutiny.
I am not going to comment on it, you know what I have written and can see for yourself how
stupid this conclusion is.

If you are a hope – not hate person - by now you will be really sad over what you have done.

If not – you are as hateful as all other haters.

You might have your left opinions and Peter his right – but fight it out honestly.
Not with lies.
If you cannot defeat the right based on facts but have to revert to lies, you will never win.

Only hate people are using lies like in this article.

A person with love and hope could never leave out the facts like you have done in this article.

I hope we agree that this is a hate speech article which you deeply regret.

If not – there is no hope.
Just hate.
No hope – Just hate.
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I wish both you on the left and the people on the right would mature and realize that your hate is
not the solution.
No leftie and no right person born 1880 is alive today.
They have already faced eternity – if you don’t believe it – look at you thumb - or ask yourself as
my old physics teacher - what was before big bang ?
You can only explain it by God. Because eternal mass doesn’t exist.
Jesus has told us to love God and love each other.
If everyone did it, this would be a wonderful planet.

When you have no hope – just hate – you are only destroying this planet and your own eternity.

Articles like this is just fueling hate.
Peter will not lose popularity by this – contrary.
You just get some of his less sensible supporter to hate you.
What is the point.
Creating conflicts.
Fueling hate.
Enough people have died because of hate.
Calm down and show love.

Now you understand why I think both the right and left are so stupid.
In theory you both want a world of love – in reality you hate each other.
Not very smart…
White hating black.
Black hating white.
Left hating right.
Right hating left.
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All you haters are bad, why not give hope a chance.

I have told my son that right wingers are as stupid as the left wingers.
After this article no one can disagree the left wingers are as hateful as the right wingers.
You are attacking Peter for stupid statements, but you do it by coming with statements about me
that are as bad as some of Peters.
Defeating hate by hate.
Love ?
No.
Hate.
That is just fueling hate.

Start with love and hope and you might change this world to the better.

If your name is correct, by now you will already have decided to apologize and pull the article
and issue a new article apologizing for this and have a stern talk with Morgan.

However if your real identity is Hate not hope, I officially have to ask you to pull this article and
issue a new article apologizing for the lies you have posted.
And posted knowingly. (Morgan)

Wish you a world in love and hope – not hate like we just have seen.

Kind Regards

Emanuel Imanuelsen

(For privacy name is changed to xxxx and some parts removed.)

